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ABSTRACT 
 
Today, the availability of a large number of smart devices on construction sites, has 
significantly interest popularity of appearance-based methods for automated construction 
progress using site photographs monitoring. These methods, however, face a number of technical 
challenges that limit their applicability including low spatial resolution of images, and static and 
dynamic occlusions due to the construction progress and moving resources (equipment, workers, 
scaffolding, etc). To address these limitations, this paper extends on an existing model-driven 
appearance-based material classification method for appearance-based construction progress 
monitoring using 4D BIM and site photologs. Specifically, it introduces a robust occlusion 
removal algorithm that can lower false positives in material recognition. The method leverages 
the depth information from the 4D BIM as well as the 3D point cloud created through Structure 
from Motion procedures.  Once the occluded regions are removed, square-shape patches can be 
extracted from the back-projection of the BIM elements on site images. These improved image 
patches are then used in the material recognition pipeline to create a vector quantized histogram 
of all the material classes. The material class with the highest frequency is chosen as the material 
type for the element and this appearance information is used to infer the most updated state of 
progress for the elements. To validate, four existing incomplete and noisy point cloud models 
from real world construction site images and their corresponding BIMS were used. An extended 
version of the Construction Material Library (CML) developed at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign’s Real-time and Automated Monitoring and Control (RAAMAC) lab was 
used to train the material classifiers and the experimental results shows an average accuracy of 
90.9%. The occlusion removal and subsequent classification for the four datasets resulted in an 
accuracy of 92.2% compared to 89.9% in the existing method, demonstrating a definite 
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improvement. By predicting the material present in an element, the status of that element can be 
identified as “in progress” or “completed’ and compared with the schedule. Since static 
occlusions are detected, analyzed, and removed, this method has potential to be effective for 
appearance-based progress monitoring methods and can results in higher accuracy material 
classification. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Easy and quick monitoring of work in progress on construction site is key to 
successful site project management. A systematic monitoring provides vital information 
about construction deviations from actual construction plan and provides an opportunity 
for the project management to reduce any undesirable impact of such deviations in a 
timely manner. These methods can also be used to update the construction plan 
documents with the changes made during the construction phase into as-built models. 
However, current construction monitoring practices lack in accuracy, are not frequent 
enough and are expensive [1-3]. This process can be assisted effectively by time-lapse 
photography, terrestrial laser scanning and image-based 3D reconstruction techniques 
[1,2,4-13].  The state-of-the-art methods build on 4D (3D+time) Building Information 
Models (BIM) to form a baseline for measuring progress deviations. Nevertheless, these 
tools still have several fundamental challenges, which should be addressed before they 
can be widely applied on construction projects. These limitations are described below: 
 
1.1. Level of detail in plan model 
 The level of detail present in the BIM models in most projects is not sufficient for 
tracking the progress of individual BIM elements. At 300 or 400 level of development 
(LOD300 to LOD400), these models contain the same amount of information as common 
construction documents and shop drawings [14]. Moreover, elements are mapped to more 
than one schedule activity. The same 3D element could represent different activities that 
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would occur in different stages of construction. For example, a 3D element representing a 
floor slab corresponds to both “placement” and “waterproofing” activities with no unique 
identification for each layer. The models also tend to ignore temporary construction 
structures and detailing in various stages. 
 
1.2. High-level work breakdown structure (WBS) in construction schedules  
To aid in project control, the schedules in most construction projects are at a 
contractor level. There might be only a single activity that represents a multi-stage 
process. Placement of a concrete slab is a single activity that can be broken down into 
stages like Formwork, Rebar, Pouring and Stripping. But these stages are not always 
represented in the WBS that ties directly into 4D BIM. 
 
1.3. Static and dynamic occlusions 
Occlusions lead to the data being incomprehensive by limiting the visibility. 
Occlusions caused by fixed objects such as foundation being blocked by the soil at 
ground level is termed as static occlusion. Moving or temporary objects like equipment or 
formwork cause dynamic occlusion.  
For addressing these challenges, a new method for monitoring construction 
progress at the operational-level using appearance-based material classification was 
suggested by [15], where operational-level refers to details beyond what is typically 
presented in a 4D Plan BIM. Extending on this work, we aim at removing static 
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occlusions from the construction images to improve the accuracy of material 
classification. For validation, four datasets of incomplete and noisy point cloud models 
are assembled from construction site images and 4D BIMs. The performance of the 
material recognition pipeline after occlusion reasoning was validated on these datasets. 
 
The contributions of this work are two-fold: 
1. An effective way of computing the occluded regions in the images registered 
with the point cloud. 
2. A method to create square shaped image patches corresponding to various 
elements after the occlusions have been removed. These patches are later used 
to classify the material based on the Construction Material Library originally 
proposed by [16,17] which is used to train and test the appearance-based 
material classification method. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Visual sensing is being used effectively to monitor construction progress due to 
the ease and availability of reality capturing devices. The most commonly used methods 
for visual sensing data collection are laser scanning and photography based methods. 
Laser scanning is the dominant 3D reality capturing method in the construction 
industry. High-end laser scanners have about 3-6 mm average accuracy [18-21]. Due to 
their vast application in the construction industry, there is an increase in the work related 
to using laser scanners for progress monitoring. 3D point clouds generated by the laser 
scanner merge to form an as-built model that is aligned with a Plan BIM and the progress 
deviations can be automatically detected [2, 22, 23].  
Due to availability of commodity smart phones and tablets, there has been a 
notable increase in the number of photos in construction sites. These images can be put to 
use effectively with the help of computer vision methods. For instance, time-lapse images 
are collected from fixed camera viewpoints to document the work in progress and are 
compared with one another [24,25] or against 4D BIM [6-27]. Color-coding methods 
highlight the performance deviations [28]. There has also been significant work that 
leverage Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques to automatically generate 3D point 
cloud models that can be used for as-built model [29,30]. The point-cloud densities were 
improved by Golparvar-Fard et. al. in [5] by introducing a pipeline of multi-view stereo 
and voxel coloring algorithms. They presented a method for manually superimposing 
point cloud models with BIMs through user-selected points. More recent methods for 
leveraging aerial robots for collecting progress photos are also proposed [8]. 
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These methods fall roughly into two categories based on the nature of data 
analysis techniques: 1) Occupancy-based assessment methods, 2) Methods that infer 
changes in scene by observing BIM elements appearance in 2D images. 
 
2.1 Occupancy based methods 
Bosche et al. [22] introduced a method to use 3D laser scanning point cloud 
models and BIM for monitoring the activity of installation 
Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing (MEP) components. A method introduced by Kim et al. 
[23] revises the as-built model based on the scan output. Turkan et al. [2] builds upon the 
method of Bosche et al. [31,32] scan the secondary and temporary concrete construction 
objects using laser scanning. Golparvar-Fard et al. [33] leverage integrated scenes of 
dense image-based 3D point clouds and a BIM to reason about occupancy and visibility 
both from as-planned and as-built perspectives. All these works fall short when it comes 
to detecting operational details. They emphasize the importance of appearance-based 
research to get an in-depth understanding of these details. 
 
2.2 Appearance based methods 
Most appearance based methods focus on time-lapse photographs and 3D models. 
Time-lapse photographs, taken at fixed time intervals from the same location can be 
registered with the 3D models [6, 28]. The registered images are then processed and 
compared with the as-built models. The visual difference between images taken at 
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different times can be used to infer useful information like occlusions [9, 27]. They can 
also be compared with the models to find the percentage of completion.  
Another approach is to detect construction objects based on the images. Concepts 
like edge-detection and Hough transforms, suggested by Zhu and Brilakis [34], are useful 
for detecting concrete columns. Wu et al. [35] propose image segmentation as a viable 
option for detecting concrete columns. Kim et al. [36] make use of an installed camera 
(with pan, tilt, zoom and image processing capabilities such as 3D CAD-based image 
mask filters and color-based noise removal) for updating Plan 4D CAD model. Kropp et 
al. [37] use features extracted from image during different stages of drywall construction 
for progress monitoring. 
 
2.2.1. Image-based material recognition  
 Classification of construction materials based on the images collected in 
construction sites has received much attention recently. While the computer vision 
community focuses on lower-level concepts such as extraction of color, texture and 
structure of materials, the construction domain is more interested in content-retrieval. 
Image-based material classification gained popularity due to Brilakis et al. [38, 39] and 
Zhu and Brilakis [34]. Son et al. [40] have compared different machine learning 
algorithms leveraging color information to identify concrete. The Construction Material 
Library (CML), consisting of 20 different material categories constituting 3000 image 
samples of materials with Bag-Of-Words model for classification of construction 
materials based on their templates was proposed by Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard [16]. 
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The challenges in image-based material recognition have been highlighted in all 
these works. An important issue being that the spatial resolution of image patches for a 
particular element is too small to extract textures with enough information to classify 
them. Another problem that affects the accuracy of classification is the presence of 
static/dynamic occlusions in the images. However, SfM-based methods that register 
images and also align with BIM provide a solution to this problem. Due to multiple 
images viewing the same BIM element, the number of pixels per element can be 
increased in an effective manner and this feature aids in cross-validation as well. The 
appearance-based technique helps identify an operational level stage of construction 
progress and this work takes a step towards exploring the same while taking care of static 
occlusions present in the construction site. 
The structure of the rest of the thesis is as follows: In chapter 3, our method for 
material classification is explained and the approach to occlusion removal is introduced. 
Our dataset and experimental setup are presented in chapter 4. The result of training and 
inferring materials based on data collected from actual construction projects are presented 
in chapter 5. The perceived benefits and observed limitations of our method are discussed 
in chapter 6 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
 
Figure 1: Overview of method 
Figure 1 shows an overview of the method used for material classification and 
automated monitoring of work in progress that extends the method originally suggested 
in [15]. The inputs remain the same – a 4D Plan BIM and collection of overlap images of 
a construction site. The images are used for creating a dense 3D point cloud that 
represents the as-built structure. Using user- defined correspondence between the point 
cloud and BIM, the point cloud can be transformed to the BIM coordinate system. The 
registered images are also brought to the same coordinate system as the BIM and the 3D 
point cloud as shown in Figure 1a). The steps below give an overview of the process 
following the alignment: 
• Two depth maps are generated for every camera viewpoint – one for the point cloud 
as seen from the selected camera and one for the BIM model as seen from the same 
camera. These are used for reasoning about the occlusions Figure 1b). 
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• From each image, small square patches that correspond to each BIM element, are 
sampled. 
• The patches are then placed in an appearance-based material recognition pipeline to 
classify the material present in the patch. 
• A vector-quantized histogram of all observed construction materials is formed per 
element and the material with the highest frequency of observation is returned as the 
material currently constituting the BIM element – Figure 1c) and 1d). This helps in 
color-coding the state of progress for BIM [15]. 
 
3.1 Generating the as-built 3D point clouds 
A Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) based pipeline of SfM [41] and multi-view 
stereo (MVS) procedures [42] is used to automatically generate an as-built 3D point 
cloud model from unordered and uncalibrated site imagery [15]. This procedure though 
similar to Golparvar-Fard et al. [1], is faster. SfM is used fundamentally to calibrate the 
image using a sparse 3D point cloud and the MVS procedure produces the denser point 
cloud from the registered images. The dense point cloud helps in creating a more accurate 
depth map to enhance the accuracy of occlusion prediction. It also proves useful for 
visualization purposes and for accurate alignment of point cloud with the BIM model.  
 
3.2 Integration of as-built model and 4D BIM 
  The point cloud model described in 3.1 is up to scale. To transform the point 
cloud into the coordinate system of the 4D BIM, the web-based interface described by 
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[15] was used. This interface allows selection of a minimum of three correspondences 
between the BIM model and the point cloud. This leads to a least squares registration 
problem of absolute orientation for seven degrees-of-freedom (7DOF) – scale, three 
rotations and three translations. On solving for the transformation matrix, the point cloud 
can be successfully brought into the coordinate system of the BIM model. Though the 
appearance based reasoning method does not require very high registration accuracy, this 
can be improved by the use of visually detectable surveying points like fiduciary markers. 
  
3.3 Back-projection of BIM elements onto image plane 
After registration and alignment, the 3D BIM elements can be projected onto the 
various image planes as the BIM and the point cloud are in the same coordinate system. 
For back-projection, the camera parameters as obtained from SfM and the 7DOF 
transformation parameters can be used.  
From all images that observe an element, if the back-projection on the image 
plane is not empty, the relevant 2D pixel locations are preserved. The simple depth test 
shown in algorithm 1, removes occlusions to a good extent and the faces are extracted 
subsequently according to the description below.  
A pin-hole camera model is used by the SfM procedure to estimate the intrinsic 
camera parameters such as the focal length f, radial distortion coefficients k1 and k2. The 
camera extrinsic parameters – rotation matrix and translation matrix are also retrieved. 
Using the 7DOF transformation matrix, these parameters are transformed to the 
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coordinate system of the BIM. The transformed parameters can be used to successfully 
back-project the 3D elements into the respective image planes.  
Algorithm 1: Extracting maximum area faces to represent BIM element [15] 
 
 
As vertex 𝑣! for each face for element 𝐸! is transformed into the camera 
coordinate system by the procedure described above. The homogeneous coordinate PCK 
is divided by the third parameter of the resulting vector to account for perspective [15]. 
Local pixel coordinates are obtained by: 
𝑝!! = 𝑓 ∗ 𝑟 𝑃!! ∗   𝑃!!      (1) 
where 𝑟 𝑃 = 1.0+   𝑘! ∗ | 𝑃!! |! +   𝑘! ∗ | 𝑃!! |! to account for radial distortion. 
BIM-vs.-point cloud registration on sampling images patched will be
explained later in Section 5.5.
3.3. Reasoning about occlusions and sampling image patches
Once the point cloud is transformed into the BIM coordinate system,
the 3D BIM elements can be back-projected onto the site-registered 2D
images. To ﬁnd the exact relevant 2D regions in the calibrated images
that correspond to each BIM element, one needs to reason about the oc-
clusions from every camera viewpoint. Here, a depth-based reasoning
can show which BIM elements are visible, and what parts of each
image can be used as their representations. Once the relevant 2D
image regions corresponding to each element are extracted, their ap-
pearance is analyzed for progressmonitoringpurposes. In the following,
these steps are introduced in detail:
3.3.1. Extracting image patches corresponding to each BIM element
Since a BIM and the transformed as-built point cloud models are in
the same coordinate system, BIM elements can be back-projected onto
each image plane using the camera parameters retrieved from the SfM
procedure and BIM-registered 7DOF transformation parameters. During
back-projection, the depth test reasons about static occlusions and
assigns an IFC element ID to each pixel. From all images (∀ c ∈ ℂ) that
observe a BIM element (Ei: BACKPROJECTc(E i) Is Not Null), the relevant
2D pixel locations of the back-projection are preserved.
The SfM procedure uses a pinhole camera model and estimates both
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, such as f for focal length, k1
and k2 for radial distortion coefﬁcients, R for 3 × 3 camera rotation ma-
trix, and T for 3-vector translation. These camera calibration parameters
are ﬁrst transformed into the BIM coordinate system using the BIM-
registration 7DOF transformation parameters. The updated camera
calibration and the expected BIM elements – based on the project
schedule– are the inputs for the back-projection function BACKPROJECT.
For extracting rel vant image patches nd reasoning about occlusions,
after initialization, the following steps are conducted:
Algorithm 1. Extracting areas relevant to BIM elements in a single
image, while accounting for static occlusions.
First, the coordinates of all vertices vk for each face of a BIM element
Ei are transformed into the camera coordinate system by applying the
BIM-registration transformation parameters, and also camera rotation
(R) and translation (T) matrices. Next, the homogeneous coordinate
Pck is divided by its third parameter to account for perspective.
Then the local pixel coordinates pck in the image plane is derived by
pck = f × r(Pck) × Pck where r(P) = 1.0 + k1 × ∥ Pck ∥ 2 + k2 × ∥ Pck ∥ 4
accounts for radial distortion.
For each image coordinate (u, v), the z-values that measure
the distance of the elements to the camera viewpoint (in this case
camera location) are then compared and the pixels with higher
values (that are closer to the camera) are returned. In addition to
returning the local depth, the id of the IFC element Ei and the partic-
ular element face (faceki ) that it belongs to, are returned. After this
procedure, in each image, only one face FACEcj with the largest
back-projection area of element Ei in image c is kept to represent
that element. This strategy of only preserving the face with the max-
imum back-projection area lowers the number of pixels available for
analyzing the appearance of each element; nevertheless, it brings in
three key beneﬁts:
(1) Ensures that the 2D representative image patches for each
element do not contain pixels belonging to multiple surfaces of
different poses/orientations;
(2) Guarantees that the edges or corners of the element are
avoided. This is important because these boundaries can neg-
atively strengthen the result of convolving the images with
ﬁlter banks during texture-based material recognition methods;
and ﬁnally
(3) Avoids sampling from multiple surfaces with different
orientations.
Algorithm 1 summarizes these steps for each camera viewpoint.
3.3.2. Sampling squared-shaped patches
For each back-projected 2D face of element Ei in image c ∈ ℂ
(FACEci), the relevant Red–Green–Blue (RGB) color values for the cor-
responding pixels are extracted from the original image. From the
colored image region, the maximum of N squared-shape patches of
δ × δ pixels is randomly extracted. In cases where a back-projection
area is small, these samples may spatially overlap one another. It is
also possible to have less than N patches per element as the method
randomly samples within the boundary condition (area of interest).
When iteration iter reaches a threshold η, the algorithm moves onto
the next image. This is to prevent having toomany patches that over-
lap each other. Each δ × δ pixel image patch is then placed into a
material classiﬁcation method to infer the material that corresponds
to the observation.
3.3.3. Inferring state of appearance from the classiﬁcation results
Once the materials corresponding to each δ × δ from all FACEci are
inferred for element Ei, these observations are formed into a vector
quantized histogram. The resulting histogram represents the frequency
of observations per each construction material class. The objective is to
simply select a single material with the highest frequency of appear-
ance. That material represents the most up-to-date state of the element
and therefore infers the operation-level progress. For instance, if
“formwork” is the most frequently observed material for all image
patches, then the state of progress for the element is work-in-progress
whereas “concrete” as the most frequently observed material class
would indicate complete state of progress. The process of image patch
sampling, vector-quantizing the observations, and inferring the material
corresponding to the most updated state of each element is shown in
Algorithm 2. Fig. 4 visually illustrates this concept.
48 K.K. Han, M. Golparvar-Fard / Automation in Construction 53 (2015) 44–57
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For each image coordinate, the z-value that measures the distance of the point 
from the camera viewpoint (or camera location) are compared and the pixels closer to the 
camera are returned [15]. The depth value, along with the IFC element 𝐸! and the 
element face 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒!!  are retrieved for each image coordinate. The face with the maximum 
back-projection area is chosen as a representation of the element. Though this process 
reduces the pixels per element, it avoids the extraction of patches that contain multiple 
orientations and poses. It also ensures that edges or corners of the elements do not get 
chosen so as to get a smoother result while image filtering. Algorithm 1 describes this in 
detail. 
 
3.4 Occlusion reasoning 
Once the back-projection is complete, the depth images can then be extracted for 
the points in the image plane as well as the BIM elements in the image plane. Using a 
modified version of the occlusion reasoning formula described in [43] the regions 
containing occlusion can be predicted. The following heuristic was used: 
𝑝  −   𝑝!"#$% >   0.25    (2) 
where 𝑝!"#$% refers to the depth of the point that the corresponding point on the mesh  
with depth p projects to. This ensures that all the regions where p is closer to the camera 
than 𝑝!"#$% by more than 0.25 m have been occluded and these image regions are 
ignored while patches are retrieved. To get more continuous regions representing 
occlusions, SLIC super pixel algorithm [44] was used followed by bilateral filtering.  
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3.5 Extracting image patches for each BIM element 
From the relevant regions obtained after occlusion removal, a maximum of twenty 
100×100 pixel patches were extracted per image for every element. The patches may 
contain overlapping regions due to the 100×100 pixel size but since the regions are 
randomly chosen, the number of duplicates is less. On choosing twenty images at 
random, the patches for the current image are stopped and the next image is analyzed. 
The patches are subsequently fed as input to the material classification pipeline. 
 
3.6 Inferring the appearance of elements 
 
Figure 2: Maximum area face representing element and patches extracted for 
material classification and inference from maximum frequency material 
likely visible from at least two or more images which allow for cross-
validating recognitions for inferring the correct state of progress.
Leveraging appearance information from image patches that correspond
to each BIMelement can enable the inference on the state of construction
progress at the operational-level detail. Nevertheless, the application of
BIM-registered close range imagery together with material classiﬁcation
methods has not been explored before. This concept is the basis for the
proposed method discussed in the following section.
3. Method overview
The newmethod, outlined in Fig. 3, takes a 4D Plan BIM and a collec-
tion of overlapping images of a construction site as the inputs. The input
images form a dense 3D point cloud representing the as-built status of
the construction. With a few user input (≥3) on point correspondence
between the 3D point cloud and BIM, the up-to-scale point cloud is
transformed into the BIM coordinate system and the images – registered
to the point cloud – are brought into alignment with the BIM elements
(Fig. 3a). To infer the state of progress for all BIM elements, the following
steps are conducted automatically:
1) A depth map of all BIM elements is generated for every camera
viewpoint to reason about the occlusions. This allows the speciﬁc
image regions that see a BIM element to be extracted from each image
(Fig. 3b). 2) From each image region that corresponds to a BIM element,
several smaller squared-shape patches are sampled. 3) Each patch is
placed into an appearance-based method to classify the construction
material that is associated with each BIM element. 4) A vector-
quantized histogram of all observed construction materials is formed
per element (Fig. 3c). 5) The material with the highest frequency of
observation is returned as the most updated operation-level state of
progress for that BIM element (Fig. 3d) and the state of progress for
BIM elements is color-coded according to the observations.
In the following two sections, the procedures of generating dense point
cloud models and forming the integrated plan/as-built model are
discussed brieﬂy. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 introduce our new appearance-
based method and the material classiﬁcation scheme in detail.
3.1. Generating as-built point cloud models
The appearance-based recognition method is independent of
how image-based point cloudmodels are produced. To validate the rec-
ognitionmethod, a Graphic ProcessingUnit (GPU) based pipeline of SfM
[41] and multi-view-stereo (MVS) procedures [42] is used to
automatically generate an as-built 3D point cloud model from each
collection of unordered and uncalibrated site imagery [43]. The adopted
procedure is similar but faster than Golparvar-Fard et al. [1]. In this
pipeline, the SfM procedure is mainly used to calibrate the images
with respect to sparse 3D point cloudmodels and feed in the calibration
information into the MVS procedure to produce a denser point cloud
model. The MVS dense reconstruction procedure used in this pipeline
is not necessary for analyzing construction progress. Rather, this
additional step is done to enhance the as-built 3D visualization and
help a user with more accurate selection of the corresponding points
for the point cloud-vs.-BIM registration. For more information on
the 3D reconstruction procedure, the readers are encouraged to look
into [1].
3.2. Integration of the as-built model and 4D BIM
An image-based 3D point cloud produced from uncalibrated site
imagery is up to scale. To recover scale and transform the point cloud
into the BIM coordinate system, a newly developedweb-based interface
allows a user to select at least three correspondences (3D vertices)
between a BIM and a point cloud. Using these user-selected correspon-
dences, the point cloud is scaled and transformed into the BIM coordi-
nate system by solving the least square registration problem of
absolute orientation for seven degrees-of-freedom (7DOF) — one uni-
form scale, three rotations and three translations. The accuracy of the
BIM-vs.-point cloud registration can be increased by leveraging visually
detectable surveying points (e.g., ﬁduciary markers with known coordi-
nates derived using total stations), but this is not necessary, as the
method for appearance-based reasoning does not require highly accu-
rate (mm range) BIM-vs.-point cloud registration. The impact of the
Fig. 4. Extracting patches of an element from multiple images and inferring its appearance as the material class that has the maximum frequency of the observation.
47K.K. Han, M. Golparvar-Fard / Automation in Construction 53 (2015) 44–57
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The observations are formed into a vector-quantized histogram that represent the 
frequency of observations per construction material class. The material with the highest 
frequency is selected as the state of the element. For example, if “formwork” is the most 
observed material, the element can be classified as “work-in-progress” while “concrete” 
being the most observed material would indicate a “complete” state for the element. The 
algorithm described in [15] was used to identify the state of construction element and 
Figure 2 illustrates this. 
 
3.7 Material Classification 
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for material classification for element E! [15]  
 
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for image ampling and aterial classiﬁca-
tion for each element Ei
3.4. Material classiﬁcation
For classifyingmaterials of the image patches, thematerial classiﬁca-
tion method introduced in [16] is leveraged. The following explains
how this method was adapted for appearance-based recognition of
construction progress. For more detailed discussion on the method
and validation, readers are encouraged to look into [16].
The material classiﬁcation method takes a squared-shape image
patch as an input and returns the material category with the highest
classiﬁcation score by using a group of discriminative one-vs.-all classi-
ﬁers that are trained separately for different categories of construction
materials. The ofﬂine training method follows a Bag-of-Word model,
for which a large dataset of training samples for each construction
material category is input to the learning process. Each training image
sample is convolved with the LM ﬁlters [44] and the values of the
Hue–Saturation–Value color channels are queried.
The LM ﬁlter bank consists of 36 oriented ﬁlters at six orientations,
three scales, and two ﬁlters and eight derivative ﬁlters and four
low-pass Gaussian ﬁlters. The HSV colors are normalized to invariantly
capture color, color gradient, and brightness as features. These texture
and color features are then used to create feature descriptors. Each
group of features found in the samples of all material categories is
separately grouped using k-means clustering algorithm. Using the
resulting cluster centers, two separate histograms of texture and color
are vector quantized for each image sample. These histograms are
then concatenated to form codebooks.
Using these codebooks, multiple discriminative machine learning
models are trained to classify each material category in a binary
fashion and return a classiﬁcation score. C-Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classiﬁers with linearχ2 kernels are used on concatenated histo-
grams to optimize a decision boundary between each pair of classes
(e.g., concrete as positive, and all other material image samples as
negative).
During the testing/inference, when a new squared-shape image
patch is placed into the system, it is convolved with LM ﬁlter banks
and color values are retrieved. The memberships based on previously
learned texton and color cluster centers are identiﬁed and used to
form the vector-quantized histograms. Once the texture and color
histograms are concatenated, the formed codebook is placed into the
multiple classiﬁers and thematerial class that returns the highest classi-
ﬁcation score is returned.
The method introduced in Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard [16]
achieves 97.1% accuracy for 200 × 200 pixel patches. Nevertheless, the
spatial resolution of 200 × 200 pixels is too large for many elements in
BIM-registered imagery datasets. Image patches of 30 × 30 pixels
were also put together by down sampling and synthetically enlarging
the samples by reﬂecting and rotating them. The enlargement yields
competitive accuracies compared to that of the original patches —
average of 90.1%.
For appearance-based recognition of progress in this paper, an
improved dataset was put together allowing operational-level details
of activities to be inferred during the classiﬁcation process. This is par-
ticularly target to concrete placement operations such as reinforcement,
formwork, concrete, waterprooﬁng, and insulation. The impact of the
various sizes of the sample patches, the sensitivity of the content in
Fig. 5. Image-based 3D reconstruction (RH112, RH160, SD118, and SD288 from left to right): First row— images used for 3D reconstruction; second row— snapshots of the point cloud;
and third row — views from the registered images.
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The method described in [16] was used for identifying the materials for each BIM 
element. The following steps briefly outline the material recognition pipeline. During the 
training stage, the square shaped input patches are convolved with the LM filter bank 
[45] that consists of 36 filters at six orientations and three scales, eight derivative filters 
and four low-pass Gaussian filters. The HSV colors are normalized to capture the color, 
color gradient and the brightness as features. Each of the feature sets is grouped using a 
k-means clustering algorithm. The cluster centers and HSV and texture histogram are 
finally concatenated to form codebooks. Multiple discriminative machine learning 
models, trained to classify each material category in a binary fashion, results in 
classification score. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers with linear 𝜒! kernel are 
used on concatenated histograms to optimize the decision boundary between each pair of 
classes [15]. 
During the testing stage, the new square shaped test patches are once again 
convolved with the LM filter bank and color values are retrieved. The previously learned 
texton and color cluster centers are used in classification and histograms are formed using 
the same. The concatenated codebook is again used with the multiple classifiers and a 
classification score is returned. The entire procedure is described in algorithm 2. 
The following section discusses the dataset used and the various experimental 
parameters selected. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
4.1. Progress monitoring datasets 
Images representing different stages of construction were collected from two real-
world projects and they were used to create the point cloud. The datasets are described in 
[15]. Two of the datasets are from a student residential hall (RH112 and RH160) and two 
other are from construction of a student-dining hall (SD118 and SD288) in Champaign. 
The initially are used to differentiate between the two locations and the numbers 
represent the number of images. The BIMs created by the contractor based on the 
Industry Foundation Class (IFC) were used for the material recognition process. 
 
Figure 3: 3D reconstruction (RH112, RH160, SD118, SD288 from left to right), Top 
row – Images used for reconstruction, Middle row – 3D point cloud, Bottom row – 
Images overlaid on the point cloud 
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for image sampling and material classiﬁca-
tion for each element Ei
3.4. Material classiﬁcation
For classifyingmaterials of the image patches, thematerial classiﬁca-
tion method introduced in [16] is leveraged. The following explains
how this method was adapted for appearance-based recognition of
construction progress. For more detailed discussion on the method
and validation, readers are encouraged to look into [16].
The material classiﬁcation method takes a squared-shape image
patch as an input and returns the material category with the highest
classiﬁcation score by using a group of discriminative one-vs.-all classi-
ﬁers that are trained separately for different categories of construction
materials. The ofﬂine training method follows a Bag-of-Word model,
for which a large dataset of training samples for each construction
material category is input to the learning process. Each training image
sample is convolved with the LM ﬁlters [44] and the values of the
Hue–Saturation–Value color channels are queried.
The LM ﬁlter bank consists of 36 oriented ﬁlters at six orientations,
three scales, and two ﬁlters and eight derivative ﬁlters and four
low-pass Gaussian ﬁlters. The HSV colors are normalized to invariantly
capture color, color gradient, and brightness as features. These texture
and color features are then used to create feature descriptors. Each
group of features found in the samples of all material categories is
separately grouped using k-means clustering algorithm. Using the
resulting cluster centers, two separate histograms of texture and color
are vector quantized for each image sample. These histograms are
then concatenated to form codebooks.
Using these codebooks, multiple discriminative machine learning
models are trained to classify each material category in a binary
fashion and return a classiﬁcation score. C-Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classiﬁers with linearχ2 kernels are used on concatenated histo-
grams to optimize a decision boundary between each pair of classes
(e.g., concrete as positive, and all other material image samples as
negative).
During the testing/inference, when a new squared-shape image
patch is placed into the system, it is convolved with LM ﬁlter banks
and color values are retrieved. The memberships based on previously
learned texton and color cluster centers are identiﬁed and used to
form the vector-quantized histograms. Once the texture and color
histograms are concatenated, the formed codebook is placed into the
multiple classiﬁers and thematerial class that returns the highest classi-
ﬁcation score is returned.
The method introduced in Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard [16]
achieves 97.1% accuracy for 200 × 200 pixel patches. Nevertheless, the
spatial resolution of 200 × 200 pixels is too large for many elements in
BIM-registered imagery datasets. Image patches of 30 × 30 pixels
were also put together by down sampling and synthetically enlarging
the samples by reﬂecting and rotating them. The enlargement yields
competitive accuracies compared to that of the original patches —
average of 90.1%.
For appearance-based recognition of progress in this paper, an
improved dataset was put together allowing operational-level details
of activities to be inferred during the classiﬁcation process. This is par-
ticularly target to concrete placement operations such as reinforcement,
formwork, concrete, waterprooﬁng, and insulation. The impact of the
various sizes of the sample patches, the sensitivity of the content in
Fig. 5. Image-based 3D reconstruction (RH112, RH160, SD118, and SD288 from left to right): First row— images used for 3D reconstruction; second row— snapshots of the point cloud;
and third row — views from the registered images.
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Figure 4: Superimposed BIM and point cloud (RH112, RH160, SD118 and SD288 
from left to right), Top row – BIM, point cloud and image, Middle row – BIM on 
camera plane, Bottom row – Image along with point cloud and BIM  
The images were obtained on a daily basis and feature different stages of 
construction and only a subset of the images are used. The collection of images used was 
put together to include static and dynamic occlusions for existing camera viewpoints. 
They represent various sub structure elements as well and the SD datasets include 
structural steel components that cause occlusions. 
Table 1: Image properties and registration details for RH and SD 
 
each imagepatches to the errors in BIM-vs.-point cloud registration, and
also the presence of dynamic occlusions not detected during the occlu-
sion reasoning process on the accuracy of inferring state of progress are
thoroughly investigated. The details on the newly trained Construction
Material Library (CML) and the parameters used are discussed in
Section 4.
4. Experimental setup
4.1. Progress monitoring datasets
For validation, four case studies of “different levels of construction
progress” are formed from two real-world projects. Two of these cases
are from construction of a student residential hall (RH112 and RH160)
and another two from construction of a student dining hall (SD118
and SD288) on campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana–
Champaign. The initials are used to differentiate the project names
and the numbers represent the number of images used in each dataset.
The Industry Foundation Class (IFC) representations for the same BIMs
thatwere originally created by the contractor for constructibility review
purposes were exported, and used as the basis for model-based reason-
ing process.
During construction, a large set of overlapping photographs were
taken by various teams on these jobsites on a daily basis. A subset of
these overlapping 12.2-megapixel images are used for each of the
case studies. Each collection is also formed in a way that can represent
different levels of static and dynamic occlusions for existing camera
viewpoints. Particularly, these datasets contain images from various
substructure elements (footings, concrete foundation walls, concreter
piers) and in the case of SD datasets, also contain structural steel
components that create signiﬁcant occlusions.
This process is illustrated by Fig. 5. The four columns represent the
four case studies. The ﬁrst row shows unordered sets of images from
each case study; the second row shows 3D reconstructed point cloud
models from the unordered sets of images; and the third row shows
images overlaid onto each point cloud which will later be used for
back-projection of BIMs. Fig. 6 illustrates BIMs superimposed and
shown in the same viewpoints as Fig. 5 in the ﬁrst row; only showing
BIM in the second row; and showing BIM, point clouds, and images in
the third row. The back-projected BIMs onto every image are used for
extracting patches in the later stage.
The image and registration properties of these case studies are sum-
marized in Table 1. The second column refers to the numbers of images
that are taken for progress deviation analyses. The third refers to the
weather conditions on which the images are taken. The registered
images refer to the numbers of images that are registered during SfM
procedure. The registration errors refer to superimposition errors be-
tween the corresponding points between BIMs and the point clouds.
The property of the BIM elements and as-built status are summarized
in Table 2. The second column refers to the level of development
(LoD); the third refers to the number of expected elements in
accordance with the schedules; and the rest refer to the numbers of
elements that are in-place, missing, and not visible from the images,
respectively.
Fig. 6. Point cloud and BIM superimposed (RH112, RH160, SD118, and SD288 from left to right): ﬁrst row— registered image+ point cloud+ BIM from the camera views; second row—
only showing BIM from the same views; and third row — registered image + point cloud + BIM from the different views.
Table 1
Image and registration properties for RH and SD case studies.
Cases Images Lighting
condition
Registered
images
BIM-vs.-point cloud
registration error (cm)
RH112 112 Sunny 99 7.09
RH160 160 Sunny 160 2.57
SD118 118 Cloudy 107 8.49
SD288 288 Cloudy 280 1.75
Table 2
BIM elements and as-built properties for RH and SD case studies.
Cases BIM Expected elements In-PLACE Missing Not visible
RH112 LOD300 134 123 11 34
RH160 LOD300 134 125 9 63
SD118 LOD300 175 169 6 57
SD288 LOD300 117 114 3 24
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each imagepatches to the errors in BIM-vs.-point cloud registration, and
also the presence of dynamic occlusions not detected during the occlu-
sion reasoning process on the accuracy of inferring state of progress are
thoroughly investigated. The details on the newly trained Construction
Material Library (CML) and the parameters used are discussed in
Section 4.
4. Experimental setup
4.1. Progress monitoring datasets
For validation, four case studies of “different levels of construction
progress” are formed from two real-world projects. Two of these cases
are from construction of a student residential hall (RH112 and RH160)
and another two from construction of a student dining hall (SD118
and SD288) on campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana–
C ampaign. The initials re used to differentiate the pr ject names
and the numbers represent the number of i a s use in each dataset.
The Industry Foundation Class (IFC) r pre entations for the sa e BIMs
thatwere originally created by the contractor f r constructibility review
purposes were exported, and used as the basis for model-based reason-
ing process.
During c nstruction, a large s t of overlapping photographs were
taken by various teams on these jobsites on a daily basis. A subset of
thes overlapping 12.2-megapix l images ar u ed for ach of the
case studies. Each colle tion is also f rmed in a way that can epresent
different levels of static and dynamic occlusions for existing camera
viewpoints. Particularly, these datasets contain images from various
substructure elements (footings, concrete foundation walls, concreter
piers) and in the case of SD datasets, also contain structural steel
components that create signiﬁcant occlusions.
This process is illustrated by Fig. 5. The four columns represent the
four case studies. The ﬁrst row shows unordered sets of images from
each case study; the second row shows 3D reconstructed point cloud
models from the unordered sets of images; and the third row shows
images overlaid onto each point cloud which will later be used for
back-projection of BIMs. Fig. 6 illustrates BIMs superimposed and
shown in the same viewpoints as Fig. 5 in the ﬁrst row; only showing
BIM in the second row; and showing BIM, point clouds, and images in
the third row. The back-projected BIMs onto every image are used for
extracting patches in the later stage.
The image and registration properties of these case studies are sum-
marized in Table 1. The second column refers to the numbers of images
that are taken for progress deviation analyses. The third refers to the
weather conditions on which the images are taken. The registered
images refer to the numbers of images that are registered during SfM
procedure. The registration errors refer to superimposition errors be-
tween the corresponding points between BIMs and the point clouds.
The property of the BIM elements and as-built status are summarized
in Table 2. The second column refers to the level of development
(LoD); the third refers to the number of expected elements in
accordance with the schedules; and the rest refer to the numbers of
elements that are in-place, missing, and not visible from the images,
respectively.
Fig. 6. Point cloud and BIM superimposed (RH112, RH160, SD118, and SD288 from left to right): ﬁrst row— registered image+ point cloud+ BIM from the camera views; second row—
only showing BIM from the same views; and third row — registered image + point cloud + BIM from the different views.
Table 1
Image a d reg stration prope ties for RH and SD cas studies.
Cases Images Lighting
condition
Registered
images
BIM-vs.-point cloud
registration error (cm)
RH112 112 Sunny 99 7.09
RH160 160 Sunny 160 2.57
SD118 118 Cloudy 107 8.49
SD288 288 Cloudy 280 1.75
Table 2
BIM elements and as-built properties for RH and SD case studies.
Cases BIM Expected elements In-PLACE Missing Not visible
RH112 LOD300 134 123 11 34
RH160 LOD300 134 125 9 63
SD118 LOD300 175 169 6 57
SD288 LOD300 117 114 3 24
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Table 2: BIM properties of RH and SD and their as-built status 
 
Figure 3 shows the four case studies. The top row shows the unordered sets of 
images; the middle row shows the point cloud created through SfM and the bottom row 
shows the images overlaid on the point cloud. Figure 4 illustrates the superimposed BIMs 
for the same viewpoints in the top row, the BIM in the middle row and the overlaid BIM 
and images on the point cloud in the bottom row. Table 1 summarizes the registration 
properties of the different case studies with the second column showing the number of 
images, the third column showing the weather conditions, the fourth column showing the 
number of images registered during SfM and the final column containing the registration 
error [15]. Table 2 summarizes the BIM elements and their as-built status with the second 
column showing the level of detail for the BIM, the third column showing the expected 
number of elements at the current stage of construction according to schedule and the rest 
of the columns showing the as-built status and discrepancies [15]. 
 
4.2. CML Library 
The extended version of CML [15] was used to train the classifiers for material 
recognition on 100*100 patches of Asphalt, Brick, Granular and Smooth Cement based 
surfaces, Concrete, Foliage, Formwork (Gang Form and Plywood Form), Gravel, 
each imagepatches to the errors in BIM-vs.-point cloud registration, and
also the presence of dynamic occlusions not detected during the occlu-
sion reasoning process on the accuracy of inferring state of progress are
thoroughly investigated. The details on the newly trained Construction
Material Library (CML) and the parameters used are discussed in
Section 4.
4. Experimental setup
4.1. Progress monitoring datasets
For validation, four case studies of “different levels of construction
progress” are formed from two real-world projects. Two of these cases
are from construction of a student residential hall (RH112 and RH160)
and another two from construction of a student dining hall (SD118
and SD288) on campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana–
Champaign. The initials are used to differentiate the project names
and the numbers represent the number of images used in each dataset.
The Industry Foundation Class (IFC) representations for the same BIMs
thatwere originally created by the contractor for constructibility review
purposes were exported, and used as the basis for model-based reason-
ing process.
During construction, a large set of overlapping photographs were
taken by various teams on these jobsites on a daily basis. A subset of
these overlapping 12.2-megapixel images are used for each of the
case studies. Each collection is also formed in a way that can represent
different levels of static and dynamic occlusions for existing camera
viewpoints. Particularly, these datasets contain images from various
substructure elements (footings, concrete foundation walls, concreter
piers) and in the case of SD datasets, also contain structural steel
components that create signiﬁcant occlusions.
This process is illustrated by Fig. 5. The four columns represent the
four case studies. The ﬁrst row shows unordered sets of images from
each case study; the second row shows 3D reconstructed point cloud
models from the unordered sets of images; and the third row shows
images overlaid onto each point cloud which will later be used for
back-projection of BIMs. Fig. 6 illustrates BIMs superimposed and
shown in the same viewpoints as Fig. 5 in the ﬁrst row; only showing
BIM in the second row; and showing BIM, point clouds, and images in
the third row. The back-projected BIMs onto every image are used for
extracting patches in the later stage.
The image and registration properties of these case studies are sum-
marized in Table 1. The second column refers to the numbers of images
that are taken for progress deviation analyses. The third refers to the
weather conditions on which the images are taken. The registered
images refer to the numbers of images that are registered during SfM
procedure. The registration errors refer to superimposition errors be-
tween the corresponding points between BIMs and the point clouds.
The property of the BIM elements and as-built status are summarized
in Table 2. The second column refers to the level of development
(LoD); the third refers to the number of expected elements in
accordance with the schedules; and the rest refer to the numbers of
elements that are in-place, missing, and not visible from the images,
respectively.
Fig. 6. Point cloud and BIM superimposed (RH112, RH160, SD118, and SD288 from left to right): ﬁrst row— registered image+ point cloud+ BIM from the camera views; second row—
only showing BIM from the same views; and third row — registered image + point cloud + BIM from the different views.
Table 1
Image and registration properties for RH and SD case studies.
Cases Images Lighting
condition
Registered
images
BIM-vs.-point cloud
registration error (cm)
RH112 112 Sunny 99 7.09
RH160 160 Sunny 160 2.57
SD118 118 Cloudy 107 8.49
SD288 288 Cloudy 280 1.75
Table 2
BIM elements and as-built properties for RH and SD case studies.
Cases BIM Expected elements In-PLACE Missing Not visible
RH112 LOD300 134 123 11 34
RH160 LOD300 134 125 9 63
SD118 LOD300 175 169 6 57
SD288 LOD300 117 114 3 24
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Insulation, Marble, Metal, Paving, Soil (Compact, Dirt, Vegetation, Loose and Mulch), 
Stone (Granular and Limestone), Waterproofing Paint and Wood. 
 
4.3. Web interface for point cloud and BIM integration 
Section 3 describes the method used in creating and transforming the point cloud, 
back-projecting the BIM elements onto image planes, reasoning about occlusions and 
extracting patches corresponding to elements for testing. For allowing user interaction, 
the web-based prototype described in [15] was used. The BIMs hosted on an instance of 
the BIMserver [46] and are visualized using the web-based interface along with the 
transformed point cloud.  
 
4.4. Processing the registered images, point cloud and BIM 
 
Figure 5: Extracting element of interest from the BIM 
4.2. Construction material library for appearance-based recognition
An extended version of the CML from [16] is put together to include
material categories that represent different operation-level activities
of concrete placement. Concrete placement operations in substructure
settings were chosen for validation, as the collection of sit images
contained different materials that represent various stages in their
placement process and also the images exhibited various level of
occlusions (particularly for interior basement columns). The
new construction material library, which is publicly available at
http://raamac.cee.illinois.edu/visualization/appearance/data, contains
3740 100 × 100 pixel image patches of Asphalt, Brick, Granular
and Smooth Cement based surfaces, Concrete, Foliage, Formwork
(Gang Form and Plywood form), Gravel, Insulation, Marble, Metal,
Paving, Soil (Compact, Dirt, Vegetation, Loose, and Mulch), Stone
(Granular, Limestone), Waterprooﬁng Paint and Wood.
4.3. Web-based point cloud modeling, point cloud-vs.-BIM integration, and
visualization procedures
Using the collected images with the procedure explained in
Section 3.1, for each collection, a 3D image-based point cloud model is
generated. Then using several inputs from the user, the model is trans-
formed into the relevant BIM coordinate system (Section 3.2). For
effective user interactions, a new web-based prototype is developed
which can automatically run the point cloud modeling procedure from
any given set of photos. Once the point cloud model is generated, the
user will be able to review the outcome using a front-end WebGL
web-based interface.
The BIMs are hosted on an instance of the BIMserver [45]. The newly
developed web-based interface, jointly visualizes the point cloud, and
also the BIM and allows the user to select any arbitrary number of cor-
responding features (a minimum of three) for guiding the registration
Fig. 7. RH112 (top) and SD118 (bottom) point cloud vs. BIM integration via web-based project viewer.
Fig. 8. Illustration of extracting patches of an element of interest (EOI) in different camera views.
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Figure 6: Back-projected elements and the maximum face to only consider a 
consistent visual appearance for assessment purposes 
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate how the images are back-projected and the maximum 
face is used to represent the elements. The images representing the back-projected 
elements by the face constituting the maximum area and the depth maps corresponding to 
point cloud and BIM elements on each image plane are downloaded from the interface. 
 
Figure 7: Left to right - Depth map for BIM, original image and Depth map for 
image 64 from RH160 
process. Both of these models together with the site images are visual-
ized in the same web-based interface. Several functions are developed
to facilitate query of information from theunderlying IFCmodels, gener-
ate the depth maps, and extract the relevant image patches per IFC
element. Fig. 7 shows an overview of the interface. Green pyramids in
the ﬁgure are camera frusta indicating locations and viewing directions
of the registered cameras. Using this web-based interface, users can
navigate through as-built and as-planned models in the same 3D
environment, providing better views of the current state of the project.
4.4. Processing BIM-registered imagery
Figs. 8, 9 and 10 illustrate the processes of depth testing, extracting
the largest face per BIM element, and generating the squared-shape
image patches. Because the 2D locations of the individual elements
during back-projection are preserved, the relevant parts of each image
for BIM elements can be extracted independently (see Fig. 9). Due to
the presence of static and dynamic occlusions (static: backﬁlling in
front of a wall element not modeled in BIM; dynamic: equipment in
front of the BIM element), some of these squared-shape patches are
expected to be irrelevant to the surfaces being inspected.
For instance, if there is a dump truck standing in front of an element
of interest, some of the extracted patches will represent this occluding
dump truck and these patches can negatively impact the accuracy of
the method. Nonetheless, since a large number of samples (20 sample
patches per image per element: N = 20) are extracted from multiple
images or viewpoints in the scene, the number of image patches that
is from the relevant surfacematerial is expected to dominate compared
to the occluding element (see Fig. 4). Taking an advantage of having
multiple views minimizing occlusions, it is hypothesized that the
correct maximum frequency of observations will infer the correct
state of progress.
4.5. Assumptions
In the experiments, certain types of elements such as concrete slabs
and column footings are hidden from the camera views due to complete
occlusion. One notes that if a concrete column is present, the construc-
tion of its footing must have been completed even if the footing is
hidden from the camera viewpoints. Such element inter-connectivity
information can be modeled into an Industry Foundation Class (IFC)
format (i.e., ‘IfcRelConnectsElements’) and can be queried similar to
[46] for a more complete construction progress reporting. However,
the BIMs used in this research are modeled using a commercially avail-
able software and their IFC ﬁles lacked such information.
For that reason, modeling and querying element inter-connectivity
information from IFC ﬁles, along with formalizing the sequences of
operations for progress monitoring, were not considered as part of the
scope of this paper. Therefore, the fully-occluded slabs, foundations,
and footings were excluded from the assessment results. The SD118
dataset also exhibits cases where static occlusion is constantly formed
by steel girders. Monitoring progress for the steel girders, is however,
not considered in this experiment as the current CML lacks this
category.
5. Experimental results and discussion
In the following, theperformanceof thematerial classiﬁcationmethod
is ﬁrst validated and then the experiments on the appearance-based
progress monitoring method are presented.
Fig. 9. Back-projected BIM elements onto a registered site image (left) and surfaces of individual elements (right).
Fig. 10. Illustration of extracting sample patches for material classiﬁcation.
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Figure 8: From left to right, Original image, BIM corresponding to image plane, the 
occluded region, occluded region superimposed on original image. Top row 
represents image 64 from RH160 and bottom row represents image 66 from RH160 
Figure 5 shows the depth map extracted for the BIM and the point cloud. Figure 3 
illustrates the retrieval of occluded region. As shown in Figure 6, the elements are not 
entirely visible due the ground and these regions are masked out from the image to ensure 
they don’t contribute to the patches extracted for the element. 
 
4.5. Assumptions 
Some elements like concrete foundation slabs and column footings are completely 
hidden from the camera views due to occlusion. If the concrete column is present, it is 
required that the footing must have been completed prior to column construction even 
though the footing is not visible [15]. This inter-connectivity information can be modeled 
into an IFC format (i.e. ‘IfcRelConnectsElements’) and can be queried similar to [47] for 
a more complete construction progress reporting. The BIMs used in the current case 
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studies do not contain this information and hence this type of inter-connectivity modeling 
was not considered during this work.  
SD118 datasets exhibits occlusion by steel girders but due to inadequacy in steel 
girders in the CML datasets, this has not been considered. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
To evaluate the performance of the improved method to remove occlusions, the 
material classification pipeline is first validated in this chapter. 
5.1. Validating multiple SVM classifiers for material recognition 
As described in section 3, the material classifiers were trained on the CML dataset 
and cross-fold validation was used for computing accuracies. The formula for computing 
the average accuracy is as follows: 
  𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =    (!"!!")(!"!!"!!"!!")                (3)  
where TP, TN, FP and FN are the numbers of True Positives, True Negatives, False 
Positives and False Negatives, respectively. 100*100 patches were chosen from the CML 
dataset and 15 textons along with 15 normalized HSV cluster centers constituted the 15 
bums per material and a value of 700 was chosen for the classified parameter, similar to 
[16]. Figure 9 represents the confusions matrix for the various categories in the CML 
dataset. It highlights the accuracy and the percentage of confusion with other materials. 
As shown in the figure, most categories have accuracy higher than 90% with the average 
accuracy being 90.9% [15]. Due to the use of a large number of patches per element, 
these accuracies are expected to not have a significant impact on the accuracies of 
material classification.  
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Figure 9: Confusion matrix for CML showing accuracies for each material category. 
Overall accuracy: 90.9% 
 
5.2. Performance of appearance-based material recognition after removal of 
occlusions 
After classification of the image patches for each dataset, the maximum frequency 
of observation of each material per element was used to infer the progress. The class with 
the maximum observed frequency was considered to be the predicted material for the 
given element. The x-axis represents the material type and the y-axis is appearance 
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frequency normalized to one [15].  Common classes found are concrete (class 5), steel-
beam (class 19), formwork-gang (class 7), asphalt (class 1). 
 
Figure 10: Histograms showing the classification of materials. Top row shows 
correctly classified materials, middle row shows materials that were classified 
incorrectly and the bottom row shows elements that were ignored because they were 
not visible. 
Figure 10, shows some of the histograms plotted for some elements from RH112 
dataset. The top row represents correctly classified elements with element 25 (classified 
as steel beam) on the left and element 100 (classified as concrete) on the right. The 
middle row represents incorrectly classified elements with element 119 (incorrectly 
classified as formwork – gang) on the left and element 21 (incorrectly classified as 
asphalt) on the right. The bottom row represents elements that are not visible and hence 
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ignored with element 10 (classified as steel beam) on the left and element 77 (classified 
as waterproofing paint) on the right.  
Table 3: Accuracy of classification compared to [15] 
Cases Accuracy in [15] New Accuracy 
RH112 88.4% 94.5% 
RH160 93.9% 95.7% 
SD118 93.2% 93.6% 
SD288 83.5% 84.9% 
 
As can be seen from the correctly classified materials, the histograms have 
relatively less noise. The noisy data can be a result of any residual occlusions in the data, 
some differences in the breakdown of elements in the BIM and inaccuracies in the 
material classification algorithm. Since the number of patches is high for every element 
due to multiple images, the accuracy for the different datasets is still quite high. There is 
a significant improvement in the accuracy of different datasets than [15] due to the 
improved and more robust occlusion removal algorithm.  Table 1 shows the accuracy 
value for different datasets and their comparison to [15]. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
This work extends on an existing appearance based material classification method 
for operation-level monitoring of construction progress by using a more robust method 
for occlusion removal. The results were validated on four case studies prepared from real 
world construction sites. Using the SfM and MVS procedure for image-based 3D 
reconstruction, a point cloud model was developed for all the case studies. The generated 
point clouds were aligned with BIM models prepared by the contractor. The BIM 
elements were back-projected on the images planes of the registered images and patches 
were extracted based on the element locations. The patches were fed into the material 
classifiers trained using the CML dataset.  
An average accuracy of 92.2% was achieved on appearance-based recognition of 
materials. It is seen that there is a definite increase in accuracy as compared to the 
previous method due to the removal of occlusions. On visual examination, the SD case 
study was seen to consist of lesser occlusions. In line with this, the increase in accuracy 
for the SD datasets was much lesser compared to the RH datasets.  
Practical limitations for the appearance-based methods include high computation 
time and limitation in the CML library. The suggested occlusion removal method might 
encounter much noise if the registration errors are high.  
Owing to the high accuracy achieved through appearance-based methods at an 
operational level, the method presented in this thesis is a viable option for progress 
monitoring on construction sites beyond the level represented by a contractor’s schedule 
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[48]. Extending the CML library and including more images and material categories is an 
important component in scaling this method successfully to deploy in real-world projects. 
This can be accomplished by online crowd sourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical 
Turk that can help create ground truths for a huge amount of data in a short period of 
time. Users can help with identifying whether back-projection of BIM elements into site 
images and extracting Material Categories from the underlying Industry Foundation Class 
(IFC) representation can serve as a “quality” input for training material classifiers. An 
improved material library would be key to achieving a more accurate assessment of work 
in progress on construction sites and is part of ongoing work.  
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